UNANIMOUS DECISION GIVEN TECH
DEBATE OPPOSING W. VA. OPPONENTS

JACKETS PROVE DEMOCRACY IN U.S.
NOT A FAILURE

Hollberg, Watterson and Ingram
Compose Winning TEAM'S SUCCESS DUE
LARGELY TO FOLK

Owls, Dr. Memminger and Professor Simpkins

ANNUAL BOUQUET PLANNED MAY 1
To Be Held At Henry
Grady Hotel

DEAN KIMBALL OF CORK SPEAKS TO M. E. STUDENTS
Noted Educator Tells Of Engineering Advances

MEET ALABAMA IN FIRST
1926 ROAD TRIP

Presenting a team made up largely of
players whose fates are around
Southern Conference fans, Alabama
opposes Tech today and tomorrow.

The annual military ball, which is
planned for the occasion, will be on
the evening of April 30 in the Tech
gymnasium. The program will include
a reception, dinner and dance.

PRAINING FOR INTERFRATERNITY
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

Delta Phi Epsilon
Bye
Delta Sigma Pi
Bye
 Theta Chi Bye
Phi Delta Theta
Bye
Kappa Sigma
Theta Pi Bye
Delta Tau Delta
Bye
Phi Kappa Alpha
Bye
Omega Alpha Epsilon
Bye
Lower Bracket

Phi Phi Chi
Kappa Alpha
Bye
Alpha Tau Omega
Bye
Pi Sigma Kappa
Bye
Phi Kappa Sigma
Bye
Phi Kappa Phi
Bye
Sigma Nu
Bye
Ryan
Phi Alpha
April 21

MAY FIRST IS NEW DATE SET FOR
ANNUAL DADS

SCABBARD AND BLADE INITIATION STARTS APRIL 26

New Men Elected To Membership

The last election of this year to
Scabbard and Blade, national honor
military Fraternity, was held recently
with the election of twenty-five
qualified members of the junior class.

They were elected at the meeting of the
Fraternity at which the following
candidates were voted in:

J. S. Ralston, J. C. LeBeau, S. N.
Ansley, L. R. Ash, J. A. Banton,
N. E. Ansley, L. R. Wine.

The formal induction of these new
members will be held on the night of April

During the period from April
20 to April 29, the pledges will appear on
the campus in the prescribed pledge
uniforms, which range all the way from
cost of salvation Army uniforms
to coats of mail and chain mail.

The annual military ball, which
will be given in honor of the new members
of the Fraternity, will be on the evening of
April 30 in the Tech gymnasium.

The annual military ball, which
will be given in honor of the new members
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April 30 in the Tech gymnasium.

FAIR PROGRAMS FOR OCCASION

Program includes Inspection of
Campus and Buildings

An announcement from the
committee in charge, that the date on
which the fair will be held has been changed to
May 1. The committee in charge is composed of members from
the faculty, the Student Council and the Inter-Fraternity Council. Day's
campaign is that at the school, at which all the fathers
of the students are invited to meet with their sons at the annual banquet.
Committce in charge has arranged an enjoyable program for the occasion.

At 9:00 A. M. all of the dads are
to register in the Academic Building.

Another medal will be given
to the military corps, the cheer
leaders and the male cheer leaders
will be made, where "Pa's" can see "sonny" at work.

Preparations are being made for the annual
banquet, which is to be held on
April 30. The banquet will be
in honor of the graduating class of 1926.

Those interested in the banquet are
to register in the Academic Building.

The Juniors are expecting to have
the best banquet of the year and, al-
though no particular announcement has been made, the
forms to coats of mail and chain
mail will be on hand.

The annual military ball, which
will be given in honor of the new members
of the Fraternity, will be on the evening of
April 30 in the Tech gymnasium.

The annual military ball, which
will be given in honor of the new members
of the Fraternity, will be on the evening of
April 30 in the Tech gymnasium.

R. O. T. C. TO HOLD
FINAL PARADE AND
REVIEW ON MAY 14

Military at Georgia Tech will conduct a formal
parade and review on May 14, when the school will
be given in honor of the outstanding com-
pany in the regiment. A medal will
be given to the man, who in the opin-
ion of the department, has done most
for the R. O. T. C. during the past
season. The time is set for 2:30 for
the remainder of the day.

In accordance with the annual cus-
tom of the military department, parades
to awards to companies and individuals
made by the department during the
year will be given out on this date.

To the best drilled company there
will be presented the Soldier's Trophy, an
award given to the outstanding com-
pany in the regiment. A medal will
be given to the man, who in the opin-
ion of the department, has done most
for the R. O. T. C. Eighteen medals will be presented to the men who
during the season, and "Pa's" will probably
enjoy the program for the occasion
as well as the company, which includes
a visit to the college, on April 29, to
the school, at which all the fathers
of the students are invited to meet with their sons at the annual banquet.
Committce in charge has arranged an enjoyable program for the occasion.
Tech’s First Victory.

Last Friday was a great day in the Tech debate. The Tech debating team gained their first victory, and every Tech student can be congratulated on the victory.

Dad’s Day.

We have invited our Dads to drop in on Tech for a day and to look the place over. What are we going to do to entertain them? The student body cannot sit back and expect Dad to entertain himself. The Tech student and every student should endeavor to put this day over and make it one of the outstanding of the year.

Senior Luncheon.

In the latter part of each year Dr. Brittain entertains all the seniors of the various departments at luncheon in the dining hall. One department at a time is entertained, which gives each student an opportunity to get a little closer to all the seniors and to have some social intercourse among themselves.
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News From Other Colleges

The STUDENTS of Leeland Stan- ford University seem to be happy. During the last five years the scholastic requirements there have been lowered, according to the authorities of that institution.

Kenyon College claims to have the largest number of students in the United States. The house is that of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, which was originally founded in 1826.

The SPIRITS, an honorary under- classmen organization at the University of Denver, is working very hard to gain new members and help them to solve the problem of their education. Women are forbidden to ride in vauto- mables with men. Suspending the use of the rule if the game is broken several times.

For the first time in a good many years the Arts department of Stanford University is offering a course in metal craft. Work is confined to a silver shield. Among the articles made are hose bands, bobbins, necklaces, desk sets and jewelry.

The UNIVERSITY of California, through the student executive council, has refused to sanction the use of the Duke University’s football club. They give as their reason that the game will mean a loss of money, but they do not believe that it is against the university.

The UNIVERSITY of Dubuque has discontinued intercollegiate ath- letic relations. In a statement the president says: "We cannot maintain a team of any size in the absence of a liability than a student. Students should not be compelled to compete only among themselves."

The TYPICAL University of Den- ver woman is 10 years old, weighs 130 pounds, has brown hair, hazel eyes, and has been kissed, according to the University of Denver yearbook. Only nine women in the school said they had not been kissed.

In order to counteract the ruling against marriage in Northwestern University, the Tech Football team has arranged to automatically receive an extra hour of playing time. Thus a student who maintains an un- dergraduate average of at least 2.0 shall be eligible for such a team.

A VACATIONAL course of the sen- ior class at Wesleyan shows an increase in interest taken in outdoor work, with a decrease in the number of men entering business. Engineering, business, medical, and several other schools are mentioned.

The geological department of Princeton University will give away to the best student of the course ever offered on "schools" next spring. A party of 200 students and undergraduates will travel about 10,000 miles in a Pullman car, making a study of the geology and natural resources of the United States.

A BANDING as a guide report- edly to be the first of its kind on the campus at the University of California, and then proceeded to rob of $100.

Because of an unusually late spring, the sugar crews of Princeton University have had to move the scene of their practices from Lake Carnegie to the Barrie Canal. The lake is blocked with thick snow, especially near the canal's usual resort.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Saturday, April 17: Yellow Jackets vs. Torrando (Great Field). 2:00 P.M.

Sunday, April 18: Holiday. 9:45 A.M.

Monday, April 19: Radio Program Broadcast by WGST. 11:00 A.M.

Monday, April 19: Group Staff. 7:30 P.M.

Monday, April 19: Technical Course Staff. 7:45 P.M.

Tuesday, April 20: Radio Program Broadcast by WGST. 11:00 A.M.

Wednesday, April 21: Radio Program Broadcast by WGST. 11:00 A.M.

Thursday, April 22: Radio Program Broadcast by WGST. 11:00 A.M.

Friday, April 23: Radio Program Broadcast by WGST. 11:00 A.M.
Anak Society Elects Two Members From Junior Class

The initiation will take place Satur-
day, May 15, at 2 o'clock, near Five Points.

Points.

Textiles Seniors Make Cotton Mill Inspection Trip

Seniors in the Textile Department were taken on an inspection trip to the east as part of the Textile curriculum.

They were entertained and shown every courtesy by the officials of the mill.

An entire department of seniors is something rough like a crumb in your stocking.

Johnny Mar-rett has made his numeral in baseball.

He: "I'll bite."

She: "Oh, then you are just like the rest."—The Jungle.

The director is extremely gratified with the rapidity with which the members of the cast are learning their parts, and provided scholastic standing does not make too violent an inroad on the freshman's pride, there will be no change in the number of his class as an annual custom, not only for the benefits which the fraternity will derive from it, but also the good it will do to the school.

It was decided to have the inter-
fraternity baseball league begin in the near future and Molly Williamson was appointed to arrange and draw up a schedule for the games. Regarding the eligibility of players in this league the rules are, that no one who has either made his numeral in base-
ball or played in a variety game may participate in the fraternity games. Other variety letter men, such as track men, may play, however, if the coach sees fit.

Some discussion arose concerning the place where the Commencement exercises will be held, and it was de-
cided to have all of them, with the possible exception of the tea dances, in the Tech Gym. TheSophomore-
American is to be held on June 3, the Junior Prom on June 4, the Senior Prom on June 5 and the Pan-Hellenic, June 7.

MUSE'S

third floor—drop up here tomorrow

THE LATEST LIGHT GRAYS, TERRACE TANS

with one, and two pairs of trousers

$35

$40

Here's your suit—a dozen times over—
light greys, light tans, medium-tone ter-
race-tans; the latest smoke grays, scinced gray, and tans, the new Blend-
ing ton! Magnificently styled, every line set to you—and setting the pace in style! Often with two pairs of trousers, these splendid spring suits on Muse's THIRD FLOOR—what price? $55 and $40! Get yours tomorrow!

THE NEW NOTE IN LIGHT STRIPE ODD TROUSERS

The new odd-trowsers—in light greying and varying tans—lined with pin and pencil stripes silver and blue and lavendar-like.

$6.50 to $10

Third Floor
RECORDS FALL IN SOUTHERN RELAYS

LACROSSE TEAM OPENS SEASON TODAY

Two Games with Fort Benning

The first Lacrosse games of the season will get under way Friday and Saturday at Grant Field with Fort Benning. The Tech machine is rounded into shape, but they will be forced to the limit in order to overcome the husky soldiers, who last year proved new conclusively that Lacrosse is a man's game. All the necessary paraphernalia, headgear, rackets, etc., have arrived and everything will be in readiness for the struggle.

The workouts have been gradually stiffening and Dr. Crenshaw announced that strict training rules must be adhered to in order to get the men in the best physical shape possible. There were no practices Friday or Saturday due to the fact that the field was taken over by the athletes who participated in the Southern relay Saturday.

As Dr. Crenshaw spends most of his time with the varsity, Walt Godwin, Tech's popular grid star, has spent much time in directing the efforts of the freshmen. The rats are spent much time in directing the efforts of the freshmen.
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GA MERKLE OUTFIELDER

Gus Merkle, stellar flankman on the 30, 31, 33 Golden Toros and as a senior last year's nine, is a promising candidate for the 26.

“TENNIS TEAM WINS FIRST MATCH OF YEAR...

The Jackets made a clean sweep of the dual tennis match with Wooster College Saturday on the East Lake courts by taking all four singles and the double matches.

It was a banner day for the Jacket net stars in their first appearance this season, and from the way they played they indicated the wholesale victory, the team should have a very successful season.

In the first match, Captain Berry Grant had an easy time to win from Fred Shuford, Wooster, 6-0, 6-0. Ernest Merry, the dimonster star, was timedly hitting and three dissatisfied errors by the visitors, enabled the Jackets to chalk up five more in the sixth, seventh and eighth.

Tom Angley led the Tech bunch with five laces in as many trips to the plate.

C. A. C. Men Report To Fort Barrancas June 11

A large number of men of the Coast Artillery Corps Unit of the R. O. T. C. at Tech will attend the summer artiller...

OLDST DUTC H U N I V E R S ITY IN V E N T S...

(Abridged from Page 2, Column 5)

A large number of men of the Coast Artillery Corps Unit of the R. O. T. C. at Tech will attend the summer artillery camp located at Fort Barrancas, Pensacola, Fla. This camp for the R. O. T. C. units of the various schools will open June 11th and cover a period of six weeks, ending on June 22nd.

During this time various phases of artillery instruction are given including rifling and pintail target practice, target with ten-inch sea-coast guns at moving targets on the water, three-inch anti-aircraft guns at a target, aerial target practice 350 m. P.P. guns at anchored targets, and three-inch rifle fire guns at a moving target.

Although much time is taken up with these various manoeuvres the life at camp will have its bright spots too. Such social events as sports days, dances at the Fort, beach parties and various entertainments enjoyed, generally, by the residents of Pensacola. Other forms of recreation include excellent swimming facilities, baseball, track meets, snapper fishing and immemorial other activities around the Fort and in Pensacola.

Those who desire are given the opportunity to go sculling in the Government reservoir, stationed there. The following men will attend this camp in charge of Capt. R. F. Plan-
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Adolph Says

Dora Receives Slights In Fall From Wild-eyed Watching Exhibition

The fair Dora was suffering a slight social eczema following her defeat at the Easter Egg hunt but by staging a remarkable rally she was back in the running by the following Friday. She came to the Alpha Kappa Psi dance with "Black" Logan, a friend of her youth, who had recently found favor in her eyes by his gentle wit and engaging manner. Dora was soon in the dance. She was considerably prodded conscience demands. Made her reach was extended to her. She was left to have a dance at Merrimakers' hall, which will be very beneficial organization. It was one of the most enjoyable formal dances at Merrimakers' hall, and quite a few attended despite the bad weather and another dance. It has been planned to have a dance at Merrimakers' hall one night during the week of opera at which Woodsmo- nay's famous orchestra from Hunt- ton, W. Va., will perform. Such an occasion will be quite a treat for the college set, as the woodsmo- nay orchestra to have played in this hall since the days of Dora.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI GIVES DANCE FOR DELEGATES

The Druid Hills Golf Club was the scene of a mass formal dance Friday evening given in honor of the visiting delegates to the Alpha Kappa Psi convention, held in Atlanta. The latter part of the week was spent in the commercial fraternity chapters, chapters which are at Emory and Tech, and some of the outstanding fraternal clubs in Atlanta. The dance was enjoyed by a large number of the delegates and a select number of students from Emory and Tech, and also quite a few hostesses at a dance in the Atlanta

Cabinet Heads Appointed For Next Year

Ping Pong and Volley Ball Tournaments Under Way

With Bill Gore as president, Tony Stewart as vice-president, and Billy Wood as secretary, the Y. M. C. A. is preparing for the staging of a ping-pong tournament and those 150 at the Bull Dogs dance on May 15, 1926. The seniors who are charter mem- bers of the Bull Dogs dance on May 15, 1926. The seniors who are charter mem-

Bulldogs Initiate New Members

The initiation of the new members for the next year social event is set for Saturday, April 23rd, at the home of the Y. M. C. A. in Atlanta. The dormitory setting for the staging of a ping-pong tournament and those 150 at the Y. M. C. A. is preparing for the staging of a ping-pong tournament and those 150 at the Bull Dogs dance on May 15, 1926. The seniors who are charter mem-

The seniors who are charter mem-

Bulldogs Initiate New Members

The initiation of the new member-
Students To Talk Back Home Monday

The University Travel Association announces that the standard 2025 (22,025 ton) vessel has been selected for the University Trip Around the World, which is to start out from New York, September 18, next, for eight months, visiting over 26 foreign countries with 45 American students on board from all parts of the country, and a faculty of 10.

The president of the faculty is Dr. Charles F. Thwing, president emeritus of Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, and one of the captains will be given over Tech's station was the “Frosh”, “Soph”, “junior” and “Senior” of Work. The only limit will be the time, which will be one hour. Therefore, all those who wish to talk should have their messages written out in order to save time.

The first of these novel programs to be given over Tech's station was in 1924, and it met with such success that another was given last year. The one of 1925 was bigger than the first, and it is hoped that this year's will be even more successful. The greatest part of the message last year, especially those of the freshmen, was calls for money, women, clothes and letters. Who runs in fright

The most profound lesson in life is that you can never be sure of anything.

The most beautiful thing is to love the man you have made.
Papa Hood establishes new half-minute dash record. The one who did the feat was the featured event on the program of the track meet, which was held by Clemson University. The record of 8 minutes 19.8 seconds, lowering the mark held by Clemson.

The Indiana team placed Little second in the century dash. The Alabama star winning the race. Never had the entire track turned out en masse to cheer for their addition to the every preparation to the Alabama team. It was all the way to the tape with the supporters of the track runner. The Grammar schools of Atlanta had a splendid staff of officials he secured in the Tech's star vault. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars. The grammar school won the first Tarheel to win, capturing the Tech star out in front. There is no man capable of clearing 21 feet 1 1/2 inches, just 1/2 inch short of the Tech star out in front. The grammar school won the mediation award for the little Napoleon amid that assembly of cinder path stars.


Inciting Race. One of the best and most exciting events of the day was the two-mile run, in which Little of Indiana and Sumter of Alabama put on a spurt from the last 200-yard mark and held all the way to the tape with the cloaks star winning the race. Never has such a feat been seen on the Tech track in which two contestants started the spurt so soon in a long grind, but it was pretty to look at and the spectators rose to their feet to witness the great race and the brilliant victory of the Samo runner. The grammar school of Atlanta, composed of Gardenshire, Sharpe, Butterworth, and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time. The grammar school of Atlanta, composed of Gardenshire, Sharpe, Butterworth, and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time. The grammar school of Atlanta, composed of Gardenshire, Sharpe, Butterworth, and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time. The grammar school of Atlanta, composed of Gardenshire, Sharpe, Butterworth, and a tidy red tin of Prince Albert. Any time.